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TABLEAU

Excel becomes slow or crashes when you have lots of rows of
information or too many charts
It’s difficult to remember or write formulas
You can’t remember which file is 

It’s annoying having to email multiple 

It takes hours create a usable and 

Takes hours to investigate data and find patterns/trends

Overview

Tableau solves all the above issues!

The beauty of Tableau is its intuitive nature and makes it easy for
anyone to learn it. When getting started its mainly drag-and-drop
visualizations. What would usually take hours/days in Excel can be
done in a few minutes in Tableau.

Another advantage is that don’t need to have any programming/data
experience like it use to be a few years ago! In fact, there is no
programming to be done which is what makes this tool so desirable for
all professionals!!!

Problems you’ve probably Experienced with Microsoft Excel

the latest version and end up working 
on the wrong one

Excel files to the same people everyday

robust dashboard



Data Visualization is an essential part of running any business in
today's world, from startup to MNC. 

Are you new to Tableau? or Just looking to fill in knowledge gaps?

This course is designed for both needs. Using real open source data
you will become technically fluent in using tableau, one of the best data
visualization software on the market. This course is the result of over
years of experience in tableau. 

 

ABOUT THE COURSE

The course is split into three
stages, each designed to give a
solid foundation in tableau without
leaving knowledge gaps.

Basic Excel skills
Business Professionals needing to visualize their company data
Individuals with little to no background experience in data
analytics/visualizations
Pre-Excel users needing to up-skill and find better ways to
handle/process their data
Passionate individuals with an interest in data analytics/visualizations
Students looking to obtain a career as a data analyst, scientist, etc.

Who this course is for:



SUPPORT ON
TABLEAU
CERTIFICATION

PROTOUCH ADVANTAGE  

LIFE TIME
PLACEMENT 
SUPPORT

 KNOWLEDGE  SHARING  SESSIONS,
PROJECT PRESENTATIONS AND
REVIEWS 

ACCESS TO MULTIPLE WORKSHOPS
AND WEBINARS BY INDUSTRY
EXPERTS 

100% PRACTICAL CASE-BASED
LEARNING

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CASES (10)
AND PROJECTS (2)

BUILDING ANALYTICAL MINDSET



TABLEAU

ESSENTIALS

Connecting to Data

Level of Detail (LOD)

What "Good" data Looks like

Dashboards and Stories

How tableau pivots on your

data

Hierarchies 

Bins and Distributions

Calculated Fields

Data blending and joining

Trend line

Clustering

Filters, including the context

filter

Grouping & Sets

Using time series charts

Formatting (colours, fonts

etc)

Actions (Filter and Highlight)

Navigation between

dashboards via actions

Parameters: The Fundamentals

Parameters: Switching between

measures

Parameters: As a global filter

Dashboard Design: Make it look

good

Dashboard Design: Make it

function well

When to use storyboards vs

dashboards

DASHBOARD

FUNCTIONALITY

Text Tables

Heat Maps

Highlight Tables

Symbol Maps

Filled Maps

Pie Charts

Bar Charts

Stacked Bars

Side by Side Bars

Duel Axis Charts

Tree Maps

Scatter Plots

Area Charts

Box and Whisker 

Histogram

Bullet

Bubbles

Control Charts

TECHNICAL SKILLS

CHART TYPES

2

3

1



CERTIFICATES 

OPTIONAL
CERTIFICATES 

This programme will help you prepare for optional certificates that are
provided by Tableau for a fee which participants can register separately.



TESTIMONIALS 



 

Rahul has over 20 years of corporate experience heading businesses, P&L, sales, marketing,
product development, and organizational change projects. He has worked with prestigious
organizations like Rivigo, Airtel and Vodafone. He held various leadership positions and managed teams
and leaders from a spectrum of specialization, background, and geographies.

Rahul has a proven track record of building as well as transforming teams across regions. It enables him
to have in-depth insight into the needs and challenges that corporate executives/leaders face in
today’s fast-paced result-oriented business environments. His experience helps in seamlessly switch
between Inside-out and outside-in approach. He believes measuring the result of every intervention
inspires change and accelerates executive to leadership journey. His training and coaching are
characterized by well-defined methods and processes that provide a unique and holistic
experience for leaders and ensures permanent positive change in beliefs and behaviours.

Rahul is a Mechanical Engineer and Masters in Marketing and Financial Management. Marshall
Goldsmith Certified Executive and Team Coach. ICF - ACC. Global Leadership 360 Assessment
certified. Other certifications and Programmes include Business Managers from IIM Ahmedabad,
Strategy in Action by Harvard Business, Regional Leadership from Singtel, Leadership
Development from Centre for creative leadership and New product development from the Indian
Institute of Planning and Management.

Rahul is a state-level table tennis player, loves playing squash and travel to different countries.

rahul@protouch.services
+91- 9880766166

Rahul is a Corporate Trainer, Leadership Coach and Founder of
Pro Touch, an organization that facilitates executive and leadership
development with a combination of skill enhancement training,
coaching and mentoring practices. Certified Executive and Team
Coach from Marshall Goldsmith and ICF approved Grow More
Coach. He has successfully coached many corporate executives in
senior positions.

RAHUL SETHI

Founder | Marshall Goldsmith Executive and TEAM Coach | IABAC Trainer
ICF - ACC | Corporate Trainer | NLP Practitioner | Business Leader



PROTOUCH

Protouch is one of the most admired talent transformational and
reskilling organisations enabling sustainable business and
organisational culture impact. An ISO 9001:2015 certified company, 
 its mission is to improve business productivity and enhance
leadership development across the organisation. It is providing 360-
degree training solutions from entry-level to senior management. It
imparts highly engaging corporate trainings, workshops and coaching
services with a clear focus on results while developing holistic
learning for the participants.

Protouch reskilling institute works extensively in the area of skill
enhancement and youth employability. Hundreds of young
professionals every year accelerate their careers by undertaking its
wide range of certification programmes. These programmes are
delivered through 100% practical approach by an experienced team
of industry experts.

About Us:

Protouch
Professional 

Training

Protouch 
Corporate
Training

Protouch 
Executive
Training



HOLISTIC DEVELOPMENT

INDUSTRY INSIGHTS

PROFESSIONAL
GROOMING

MENTORING



OTHER ACTIVITIES

NETWORKING EVENTS 

CELEBRATIONS

PROTOUCH TEAM



OUR GRADUATES


